
 

Minutes 
Reactor Physics Division Goals & Planning Meeting 
June 7, 2015 

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.    Presidio A/B, Grand Hyatt San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas 
 
Ron Ellis and Pavel Tsvetkov indicated that there are 5-year and 2-year plans that need to be 
prepared for the Reactor Physics Division (RPD). Ellis indicated that Gianluca Longoni had 
volunteered to help with the 5-year plan.  
 
Tsvetkov reported that: 

- ANS has two new website templates for professional divisions. These were sent to 
Hanna Shapira, who manages the RPD website.  

- There is encouragement from ANS for divisions to interact with other societies.   
- Chair of the professional division program committee is also a member of the National 

Program Committee (NPC) and has to attend the NPC meetings. 
- ANS has interest for professional divisions to have embedded topical meetings; however 

profit to professional divisions from the embedded topical meetings is small. 
 
Ellis reported that: 

- Profit to RPD from the Advances in Nuclear Fuel Management V (ANFM 2015) topical 
meeting is $2000. There was a CASL workshop at the topical meeting, which had a big 
presence. 

 
Russell Stachowski indicated that there is not much attendance from utilities at the ANS National 
Meetings; however, there is more attendance from utilities at the ANS Winter Meetings held in 
Washington, D. C. 
 
Ellis pointed out that RPD needs a Young Members Group liaison.  
   
Pavel indicated that the RPD website has a lot of layers. Nothing is being deleting, but is being 
added to the RPD website. RPD established the Early Career Reactor Physicist Award and 
Dimitri Cokinos took the lead for this. RPD also has the Eugene Wigner Award Award and Rudi 
Stamm’ler Scholarship established.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Arzu Alpan, RPD Secretary 
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